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UMM’s Diversity Policy

The University of Maine at Machias will seek a campus community that includes--and an
environment that values--differences in race, ethnicity, ability/disability, gender, sexual orientation,
geography, religion, income, age, and ideology. The campus community includes the people who
live, work, and/or take classes, and provide services to the campus.

Vision Statement on the Role of Diversity In Higher Education 
Diversity is the tie that binds, linking together the curricular and the extra-curricular, the individual
and the collective, and one group to another. Diversity also underscores the need to examine,
reaffirm, and cultivate certain individual and institutional values. Experience has shown that
diversity initiatives are most likely to succeed in environments characterized by strongly shared
values, most notably in the university setting-- the value of academic excellence (Richard Light,
Making the Most out of College, 131-36, 144). Other shared values include civic responsibility,
self-respect, and good will towards members of the campus community.

Diversity invigorates the two major types of learning that take place in the university: academic
learning that occurs in the classroom and interpersonal learning that takes place outside the
classroom in sites like residence halls and the library.

Academic Learning: The respect for diversity entails a set of values, outlooks, and social practices
that are indispensable for academic excellence. Open-mindedness, for example, is a hallmark both of
academics and multi-culturalism. The recognition of human differences and nuances of belief and
behavior within all groups bypasses the tendency to think in gross generalizations and
over-simplifications. Individuals from different backgrounds teach others to interpret ideas or written
works in new and unexpected ways. Differences between and within groups fuel academic dialog:
Without difference and even disagreement in perspective, a dialog is impossible! Through
collaborative exchange and interaction, comes the release of creative energies. Through variety,
learning can mix with the pleasure of discovery and experimentation.

Interpersonal Learning: The respect for diversity also provides the basis for interpersonal learning
that takes place outside the classroom. Attending college opens up unique opportunities of cultural
exposure. In the university setting, students regularly interact interpersonally with individuals from
diverse backgrounds, which can shatter barriers that separate groups and which can energize even
mundane social interactions, making them exciting opportunities to broaden a student’s horizons.
Students also come to recognize differences and disagreements within communities--a recognition
that breaks down misconceptions that stereotype groups. Exposure to diversity outside the classroom
teaches students to re-examine their own underlying assumptions and values, which can lead to a
reaffirmation or transformation of those norms. 
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